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ON ANALYTIC MAPPINGS AMONG THREE-SHEETED SURFACES

BY MlTSURU OZAWA

1. Introduction. Let R (resp. S) be a three-sheeted covering surface over the
finite 0-plane (resp. ^-plane) defined by an irreducible equation

y*=A(z)y+B(z) (resp. Y*=a(w)Y+b(w)),

where A, B (resp. a, b) are meromorphic functions. Here we shall assume that
R (resp. S) has an infinite number of branch points. Let pΛ (resp. $s) be the pro-
jection map (z,y)-»z (resp. (w, Y)—*w). Let φ be a non-trivial analytic mapping
of R into S. If φ preserves the projection maps, that is, $s<p(P)=$s<p(<i) whenever
$Rp=$Rq, then φ is called a rigid analytic mapping of R into S. In the sequel we
make use of the inverse mapping p^1 (resp. fa1), as a three-valued analytic branch,
of the z-plane (resp. the ^-plane) onto R (resp. S). So there are three possible
choices of p^1 (resp. ps1). Hiromi-Mutό [4] proved that φ is rigid. In this case
h=$soφoip-ι is a single-valued regular function of z in |z|<oo.

In the present paper we shall prove a necessary condition for the existence of
a non -trivial analytic mapping φ of R into S. Several non-existence criteria for
analytic mappings are established by making use of the necessary condition.

2. A necessary condition. Let φ be a non-trivial analytic mapping of R into
S and h the corresponding projection of φ, that is, k=^s°φ°^R1 In our case h is
independent of the choice of J)^1, since ψ is rigid. Let F* be the analytic mapping
of S into the finite plane, which induces Y in such a manner that Y*=Y°$s Then
Y*°φ gives an analytic mapping of R into the finite plane. Hence Y*°φ°)pRl can
be represented by

where /0, Λ and fz are meromorphic functions of z in |z|<oo. Further

Y**φ &=Y ϊ8 φ*&=Yoh.

Hence

Yoh=

Since Yz=aY+b, we have
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By y*=Ay+B, we have

2) 3/oVi+AΛ8+6AΛ/ι/2+3£^

3) S/o/^+S/o

From 2) and 3) we have

Since ?/3=.4?/+j5 is irreducible, there is no single- valued solution of the equation.
Hence

whence follows 3/0+2A/2=0. Substituting this into 3), we have

If /2=o, then /0=0. Thus Λ^O and hence

4)

If /2^0, then we have

a°h=Aj
5)

Now we compute the discriminants DR and Z}$ef). Then we have

DSΰφΈΞDs°h
6)

^Daf

The case /2=0 gives

which is included in 6). Our necessary condition for the existence of analytic
mappings is 5) and 6).

3. A regularly branched three-sheeted surfaces. If #=0, then S is called a
regularly branched three-sheeted surface. In this case all the branch points of S
are three-sheeted locally like z1/3. Now we shall prove the following Proposition.

PROPOSITION 1. // all the zeros and poles of DR are of even order and R has
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an infinite number of branch points, then R is conformally equivalent to a regularly
branched three-sheeted surface S.

Proof. Consider a new surface R! defined by yιs=Aιy1-\-Bl with Bι=Bfϊά,
Aι=Afι2. Then by yι=fιy we have y*=Ay+B, which defines the R. Hence the
correspondence (z, 2/ι)<-»(z, y) gives the conformal equivalence of Rι and R. Further
the evenness of orders of all the zeros and poles of DR implies that of DRl. By
the above process we may assume that A and B are entire functions. We shall
use a notation ord (zjf T) as α defined by

T(z)=(z-ztfS(z\ lim S(z)*0.
Z-+ZJ

It is easy to prove that R has no branch point of order 2. Hence all the branch
points of R are of order 3 [2]. Then every branch point of R, which lies over zjf

satisfies

— ord (zj, B)< -- ord (zjt A), ord (zjt B)=3n±l.
o Δ

Further by considering a new surface, if necessary, we may assume that

ί=2
or

Then

orά(Zj,DR)=2 or 4

respectively. Assume that the first case occurs. In this case we have

and

2

where /> is an integer ^1. Let b(z) be an entire function satisfying

b(z)=(z-Zj)L(z\ L(zj)*0, oo

around z3. Then

is regular and non-zero around ^ and further
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around z3. Hence the last term may be zero of order 3(/>— 1).
If the second case occurs, then

1 / /7-Λ — \ 1 0/13 1

- B- »*\ = ± ~ Λ - ~ (z-z^-2 V(z\- B- »* = Γ~ /D Λ - ~ (z-z^-2 V(z\ V(zj)*0, oo,
^ \ 3v 3 / Λ( I β . Λ S _ L > R \ Δί

\ SΛ/ 3 /

where p is an integer ^2. In this case we put b(z)=(z— Zj)2L(z\ L(Zj)^Q, around
Z . Then

0, oo
ΌV O 6?

and

-̂ - fer^ =(z-ztf*-«N(z\ N(zj)^0, oo.
6v 3 &2

Let ^o be a point satisfying

— ord Oo, J5)< — ord (z0, A), ord (z0, B)=3n.
ό &

Then we may assume that ord(00, B) — 0, since we may consider a new surface Rί
if necessary. Then

-
Ov o

where ^=ord (z0, A)^l. In this case we put 6(^0)^0,00. Then

~3 b2

around z0.
Let ZQ be a point satisfying

~ ord (ZQ, A)< — ord (z0, B ), ord (z0, A) = 2n.
Δ o
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Then we may assume that ord(z0, A)=Q. Hence Z)R(ZO)^O, oo. Then we have

around z0. In this case we put b(zo)^Q, oo. Then

B+^D« and *^J*~

around z0.
Let ZQ be a point satisfying

— ord (z0, -A) = y ord (z0, 5 ), ord (z0, #Λ) = 2 A

Then ord (z0, A) =2s and ord(z0, B)=3t with two integers satisfying s=t,
In this case by considering a new surface we may assume that A(z0)^Q,
ord(Zo, DR)=2q, q^O. In this case we put &(z0)^0, oo. Then

around z0.
By our assumption that DR has only zeros of even order, the following two

cases do not occur :

( i ) 4" ord (*» ̂ )< T ord fe ^λ ord fe A)=2w-l,Δ ό

(ii) — ord (z, A) = — ord (z, 5), ord (z, DR)=2n-l.
Δ ό

Because each case implies an absurdity relation ord(z, Dn)—2q— 1.
We have enumerated all the possible cases. There is at least one entire

function b(z) satisfying the required zero-point conditions. Then there are two
suitable entire functions L\ and L2 such that

Let Y=L1y+L2y
2. Then by F3=

which implies either ^/3=& or (L2y
JτLι)s=—bL2

3. The latter case is equivalent to
y**=b.

If y*=b and F— Lιy+L2y
2, then F3=^LΓ-f £. Therefore the correspondence

(z, Y) *-* (z, y) gives the conformal equivalence between R and a regularly branched
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three- sheeted surface.

4. Non-existence criteria for analytic mappings. We may assume that all the
coefficients of the defining equations are entire.

THEOREM 1. Let R be a three-sheeted surface defined by yB=Ay+B whose
discriminant DR has at least one zero of odd order. Let S be a regularly branched
three-sheeted surface defined by YB=b. Then there is no non-trivial analytic map-
ping of R into S.

Proof. By 6) we have

if φ exists. By the assumption Ds=2ι7b2. This is a contradiction. By the way we
give another proof. By 5) we have

since a=Q. Since Λ and /2 are single-valued, the discriminant of this quadratic
equation must be of perfectly square form. Hence

»B*-τAs=τD*
has no zero of odd order, which contradicts our assumption.

THEOREM 2. Let R and S be the same as in theorem 1. Further assume that
DR has at least three zeros of odd order. Then there is no non-trivial analytic
mapping of S into R.

Proof. In this case we have

Assume that h is a transcendental entire function. Then by the Nevanlinna rami-
fication relation h has at most two perfectly branched values. Let w3 be a zero of
DR of odd order, then h(z)=Wj allows only solutions of even multiplicity or only a
finite number of solutions. Here j runs from 1 to 3, which contradicts the rami-
fication relation. Next assume that h is a polynomial of degree d. Then the
equation h(z)=wj} j=l, 2, 3, has no simple zero. Hence the number of simple zero
must be equal to zero. But it is not less than 3d—d. This is a contradiction.

THEOREM 3. Let R and S be two general three sheeted surfaces. Suppose
that DR has m zeros of odd order (l^m<oo) and Ds has n zeros of odd order.
Assume that n>max(2, m). Then there is no non-trivial analytic mapping of R
into S.

Proof. In this case we have
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Since n>3 and m<oo, h is not transcendental by the Nevanlinna ramification
relation. Assume that h is a polynomial of degree d. Consider h(z)=wj} j=l, 2,3, •••, w,
where w3 is a zero of Ds of odd order. These equations have simple zeros, which
are not less than nd—d in number. Further these simple zeros correspond to some
zeros of DR of odd order. Hence

This implies d=l. If d=l, then evidently m=n, which contradicts our assumption.

THEOREM 4. Let R and S be the same as in theorem 3. If n=m^3, then
there is no non-trivial analytic mapping of R into S unless R and S are conformally
equivalent. If there is a positive integer t satisfying (t+V)(n— Vf>m>nt and if
n^3, then there is no non-trivial analytic mapping of R into S.

Proof. If n=m^3 and if there is a non-trivial analytic mapping of R into S,
then the corresponding h must be a polynomial. Let d be the degree of h. Then
we have m^(n—l)d=(m~l)d, which implies d=l. Hence h must be a linear func-
tion az+β. Then R and S must be conformally equivalent.

Assume that the latter assumption holds, then the degree d of h satisfies

Hence

t+l>d>t,

which is a contradiction. Thus we have the desired result.

THEOREM 5. Let PR be the order of the Nevanlinna N-function of branch
points of R of order 2 and p$ the corresponding quantity for S. Assume ^<co
and Q<ps<°° and there is a non-trivial analytic mapping φ of R into S. Then
pR=vps with a positive integer v, which is just the degree of h.

Proof. We should remark the following fact. Every branch point of R of
order 2 corresponds to a zero of DR of odd order and vice versa. Hence the
Nevanlinna TV-function of branch points of R of order 2 is equal to the TV-function
TV of zeros of DR of odd order, counting only once. Now we can make use of 6)

Now we can use the same procedure to the above equation as in [3].

5. Analytic mappings of R into itself.

PROPOSITION 2. Let R be a general three-sheeted surface. Assume that DR

has either n(^3) zeros of odd order or no zero of odd order. Then any non-trivial
analytic mapping ψ of R into itself induces
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h(z)=e*πip/qz+β

with a suitable rational number p/q and a constant β.

Proof. If DR has no zero of odd order, then R is a regularly branched three-
sheeted surface by Proposition 1. Hence we have the desired result by [3]. Assume
that DR has n zeros of odd order. When n is finite, we can apply the first part of
Theorem 4. Thus h(z)=az+β. When n is infinite, we can make use of the same
method for 6) as in [3]. This implies h(z)=az+β. In this case we can use again
the same method as in [3] and then we have the desired result. If n is finite,
then we make the p-th iteration hp of h. Then hp makes a permutation of the
underlying set of branch points of order 2. Hence there is an integer v for which
hv fixes all points of the set. Since hv is a linear function, h, must be the identity.
Thus h(z) has the desired form.

We prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 6. Let R be a general three-sheeted surface. Then any non-trivial
analytic mapping φ or R into itself is a conformal mapping onto itself and the
corresponding h(z) has the following form ezπίp/qz+β, where p/q is a rational number.

Proof. By Proposition 2 it is sufficient to prove our result in two cases: (A)
DR has only one zero of odd order and (B) DR has only two zeros of odd order.

In order to prove this theorem we need a result due to Kubota [5], which is
a generalization of Heins' theorem [1]: In any hyperbolic surface R whose funda-
mental group is not abelian, φ satisfies either i) for some integer n the n-\h iter-
ation φn of φ coincides with the identity mapping or ii) φn tends to some ideal
boundary or iii) φn tends to a point p in R and φ(p)=p.

Case (B). By 6) DR*h=ΌR(f^-AfΛ\*-Bj^\ Let w1}w2 be two zeros of DR

of odd order. Then h(wj) must be a zero of DR of odd order and hence h(Wj) must
be tut. Assume h(wι)=Wι. Then φ has two fixed points on R, which lie over the
same w\. Hence ii) and iii) do not occur. Assume h(wι)=w2, then h(wz)=Wι or wz.
The latter case can be omitted. Hence the second iteration hz of h has two fixed
points and hence φ has four fixed points. Hence ii) and iii) do not occur.

Case (A). This case implies a contradiction unless i) occurs.
In both cases for some n hn=z. Thus h(z) must be of the desired form.

The following problem seems to be very important. Determine the class of
Riemann surfaces on which any non-trivial analytic mapping into itself reduces to a
conformal automorphism.
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